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Supreme

Court

(
0

Upholds

State

Sodomy

Laws

neither the right to privacy
nor such constitutional giar—
antees as
the < right to due
process or the ban against
cruel and unusual punishment.
The two judge majority on
the lower court said that the
ban on sodomy is not "an up—
‘start notion" and was included
in both Judaic and Christian
(Continued on page 13)

Being

The

Cause‘in Arson

Cha

BoUnd to Criminal Court

The U. S., Supreme Court:
ruled 6—3 on March 29 that
states may make it a crime
for consenting adults to com—
_mit homosexual
acts in the
privacy of their homes.
The court acted without
hearing arguments on the case
or without issuing an explan—
atory opinion.
Rather,
it
upheld without comment the 2—1
of a lower federal
x decision
court that Virginia‘s law pro—
hibiting private consensual
sodomy between adults is con—
stitutional.
In affirming the previous
ruling, the court said no—
thing about the merit of the
law itself or the lower.,
court‘s reasoning in upholding
it. Some observers feel it
was not so much defending the
sodomy laws themselves as
leaving the issue for each
individual stats to decide.
Tha..Lower..court had ruled
n pms
that the sodomy law violated

Chapter of

urt Finds ‘Prof

Austin McDermott and Alan
Cheetham were bound. over to
Criminal Court April 7 to
face state charges of arson
and procuring of arson. The
charges stem from the January.
6 burning of the Rain Check
Lounge.
$
The action came after a
preliminary hearing in Mem—
phis City Court. The court
ruled that there

was suffl—

5Holhrok |

Sm ferment Pg. 2
cient ev1dence against —the.
two to merit a jury trial.
Witnesses in the proceed—
ings
were Will Minor and
Sergeant William Gross of the
police arson squad.
Gross introduced evidence
that the fire was started by
arson. He stated that a five
‘gallon can was discovered on
the scene, just outside the
front doors which contained a
fluid that was later proven.
to be diesel
fuel. He also;
stated that the front
en—
trance foyer smelled strongly
of the flammable substance.
Will Minor testified that
at approximately five—fifteen
on the morning of January 6,

Apollo

‘Krewe‘

Formed in Memphis

Mystic Krewe of Apollo,
well known southern social
club founded in 1969 — in New
Orleans, has announced the
selection of Memphis as one
of two cities in which they
will
establish
satelite
groups. The other city chosen
is Lafayette, Louisana.
The Memphis group, to be:
known as Apollo—Memphis, will
be a self governing organi—
zation but will work along
lines established by the New
Orleans club.
The Captain and Founder of
Apollo, Mr. Roland Dobson,was
in Memphis March 23 and 24 for
the formal organization,which
included a dinner party at
the Four Flames honoring the
executive officers of the new
group and the following eve—
ning, a buffet given ~at the
home of the President for the
Captain and new members.
_
Apollo—Memphis will follow

he received a phone call from
truck while Cheetham continued
Alan Cheetham instructing him
his efforts.
to pick up McDermott at the
Minor
he
‘Krystal on North Watkins ac—
followed McDermott from
the
‘cross from Sears. During that
Krystal
to an
address on
phone call Minor said that
Stonewall where the truck was
Cheetham told him that the job
left, At that point Minor
had been done.
testified
that
McDermott
Minor testified that he wanted
to be driven by the
met. McDermott at the Krystal
Rain Check to see if the fire
.and at that time, McDermott
was "just smoldering or if it
gave him the "low down" on
had done the job."
‘the burning.
When he attempted to do
Minor quoted McDermott as
this, Minor said,he found the
saying that he and Cheetham
road blocked by squad cars and
had
experienced some dif—
fire trucks,
This allegedly
ficulty with the iron gates
frightened
McDermott
and
at the front.
They allegedly caused him to‘ duck his, head
rolled a small homemade "bomb"
down out of sight.
of gunpowder through the bars
Minor stated that he then
took McDermott to his apart
and poured the fuel on it.
Minor testified thatMc— ‘ment where
the two spent the
Dermott told him that the two
night,
The next day Minor
encountered trouble igniting
said he drove McDermott to
the fuel and that he (Mc—
the Body Shop Lounge early
had bscome nervous
because of the increased bus—
and returned to wait in the
(Continued on page 2)

Proposed

Would

Legalize

Tennessee has‘a new pro—
posed Criminal code which, a—
mong other things, would leg—
alize all private sexual be—
havior between consenting a—
dults.
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the concept of a Mystic Krewe
in that member‘s names are not
published without their per—
mission and membership is by
invitation only.
The Captain told the mem—.
bership that he hoped the
club would be able to act as
a unifying force in and for
the good of the gay community
in Memphis. Anyone desiring
information concerning Apollo
Memphis. — may
contact Mr.
‘Dennis Massey.

Tennessee

are

legal
which

require.

sex

leary
and
its

con—

of

In—
the

procedural
adoption

Gay

"They
too

feel

much

well

Code

too

Sex

that

itis

simply

soon,"

Cress—

said.

This

was

confirmed

by

a

fmember of the Tennessee Sen—
ate
Judiciary
Committee,
where the criminal code was
introduced‘ this session and
where it died. He told GAIETY
that the code was voted down
in Commlttee this year after
the state‘s attorney generals
strongly objected to proposed
changes
in the
trial proce—
dures.
The provisions dealing with
the sexual behavior of con—
. senting adults had no role in
—
the codes defeat in committee,
the state senator said.
The code was also intro—
duced in the Tennessee House
of Representatives, this ses—
Slon, but died there too fol—
lowing the attorney generals‘
objections.
Under the new code, all
private sexual acts of con—
senting ‘persons
sixteen and
older would not be a crime.
Non—consensual "deviate sex—
ual intercourse‘ would be pro—
hibited under a new "Sexual
‘Abuse"
statute,
(39—1304)
while relations with persons
under sixteen would be banned
‘by a new "Sexual Abuse of a
©
(Continued on page 2)
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Pope

Is

Atalian

A

Homosexual,

This statement was made by
the
French
writer
Peyrefitte
in an
article in
che Italian mass
circulation
nagazine Tempo. The statement
tas part of an article criti—
‘izing
the Vatican‘s
recent
rondemnation of homosexual re—
lations,masturbation and pre—

Roger,

is ‘Spurned

Lover,‘

C'harge's in Court
the honor of the head of a . (Continued from page 1) . _ . ggetggwgheetham as
ring
foreign state.
iness‘ McDermott was expecting. McDermott*>that allreassu
finger
The man who made the charge,
Minor testified to hearing prints would be — removed by—
Roger Peyrefitte, 67, is a McDermott and Cheetham discuss
fire.
prominent French writer with, the events of the preceeding the Defense
attorneys, Fried—
several best—selling books to evening and that
they
were
man and Bradley, questioned
his credit.His principle works ‘substantially the same as
he Minor‘s credibility, calling
include "The Keys of St, Peter" was told earlier.
‘
him a "spurned lover." They
and "Special
Friendships,"

Magazine

Pope Paul VI is a homosex—
1al and had an actor boyfriend
then
he was
archbishop
of
1ilan.

Witness

Claims

Defense

When McDermott allegedly
expressed concern over. the
loss of the fuel can, Minor

suggested that he was impli—
cating the defendants because
of a rejection by McDermott.
The defense attacked Minor‘s
delay in reporting the inci—
marital sex.
HOLBROOK‘S
dent. They asked why he waited
On
Sunday, April
STATEMENT
4, Pope
‘a month before reporting his
?aul
publically
denied
the
‘information. The witness said
tharge
before
a
crowd of
It is a tragic thing when the rights»of others are
that he did not want to get,
10,000 persons
so disregarded that one‘s ego is convinced he owns the
in St. Peters
involved at first, but later
quare
and
world. By the will of one person to succeed at any
said
it
was a
he saw things getting out of
‘horrible
price, many lives have been unalterably changed, mine
and slanderous in—
hand.He charged that he over—
isinuation" which lacked hon—
among them. While I will recover, there are
those
heard McDermott ‘plotting to
isty or truth.
that won‘t; for them I wish I were the judge. Because
burn
the place again if the
"We know
they were led into the acts by one person by bribery,
you
have
been
owners
decided to rebuild or
isked to pray for our humble
blackmail, and coercion. Forewarned of an impending
relocate.
f
)erson, made
the
object
fire hours before it occured, I was forced to make a
of
The
prosecution
also
re—
lerision..." the pope told the
decision that would affect the future of many people.
fered to, but did not intro—:
:rowd.
‘"We thank
all of you —
Under consideration, at least, were the arsonist, the
duce,
a statement given by
‘or such
owners
a demonstration
of the establishment to be burned, and possibly
of
Robert
Holbrook, the witness‘
‘ilial
compassion and
the lives of anyone sleeping in the building at the
moral
credited
with the police tip,
sensitiveness ,"
time of the fire. My main concern was for the latter,
off.In the statement Holbrook,
which prompted an anonymous phone call to the M. P. D.
Earlier that Sunday, Roman
a close friend and business
I named no names, but I knew at least no one would be
satholic bishops across Italy
associate of McDermott, re—
rad
branded
the
allegation
inside should the building burn.
It burned.
Traced
calls asking McDermott if he
‘despicable"
and
requested
by that call,
I was forced to reveal all that I knew.
had, infact, burned the lounge.
1ationwide prayers in support
To the owners, let me say I‘m sorry. To the others
Holbrook‘s statement indicated
)f the pontiff.
In Florence,
involved in the burning (more are involved than I ever
that the response had been yes.
molice
seized copies of
the
thought!), I‘m even sorrier, for yours is to bear the
The defense also asked a—
agazine
on
orders
from
a
mistakes of another.
To the ring leader,
I hope you
bout
John Ferrell and a tip
tate
attorney.
A
suit was
have a long time to think about it.
that
another
pair, Tony Collins
‘iled against the Tempo editor
‘_ ‘(signed) Robert L. Holbrook
and
Buddy
Adams,
had atartad
‘n Milan
charging he
abused
the blaze.Sergeant Gross said
that his investigation indi—
cated that the matter had been
A
Disclaimer
Passage
of
Criminal
Code a joke.
8
The following statement
Attempting to quash the
was issued by Dr. Bruce
charges on preliminary hear—
Voeller, on behalf of the
ing, the defense called Paul
May Take
Several Years
National Gay Task Force.
Taylor,. Taylor testified that
"We wish to state cate,
(Continued from page 1).
In recent years,the "crimes McDermott had been with him
gorically that to the best
Child" statute (39—1307).
that evening from 2:30 a.m.
against nature" statute has
of our knowledge and infor—
The present Tennessee stat— been used mainly against per—
until
at least 6:30 a.m. and
mation,neither Pope Paul VI,
ute states that "crimes a—
could
not have left the house
sons
who
performed
acts
upon
Richard M. Nixon, Bebe Rebozo,
gainst nature, either with
‘at
the
time the fire started.
unwilling
partners
or
who
were,
Henry Kissinger, Scoop Jack— mankind or any, beast,are
_
Steve
Cauldwell also tes—
pun—
involved
with
minors.Strictly
son nor J. Edgar Hoover are
ishable by imprisonment in
tified
that
he had taken Alan
speaking,
however,
all
persons
or were at any time prac— the penitentiary not less than
Cheetham
to
his
mother‘s house
who
engage
in
sodomy,
fellatio,
ticing homosexuals. It is
five (5) years nor more than
and
that
they
had slept in
or
cunnilingus
are
violating
our fervent hope that our fifteen (15) years."
‘the
same
bed..
Cauldwell
added
(T.C.A.
the law and are liable to pro—
information is correct."
39—707) .
that
Cheetham
could
not
have
secution and prison sentences
left
the
house.
and
returned
of up to fifteen years. This
because of
"two , ferbcious
S.Dakota Okays Gay
includes both homosexuals and
Sex,
dogs"
that
would
have caused
heterosexuals, even when the
a
disturbance.
_
o
‘act is betweenmarried couples
lowa
Law Change
At
the
conclusion
of
the
On Way
in their own bedroom.
four
hour
proceedings,
McDer—
The . state of South Dakota
the Advocate reported.
‘Seven or Eight Years‘
mott and Cheetham were bound
has abolished its "crimes a—
Meanwhile, in Iowa, a new
over to face the charges in
gainst nature" statute
as
It is expected that the new
code legalizing gay sex re—
Criminal Court where they may
part of a general overhaul of lations has been passed by the proposed criminal code will
request a jury. Bond will
its criminal code, the Advocate
state senate and is expected be reintroduced in the next
remain at $1,000 each.
‘
reports., It thus becomes the
fourteenth state to legalize
private sex between consent—
ing adults.
The law, ‘which has been
signed by South Dakota Gov—
enor Richard R. Kneip, will
take effect April 1, 1977.
The new criminal code also
nakes possession of less than
one ounce of marijuana a petty
offense, punishable by a fine,
of not more than $20.
The sex law reform revi—
sions in the code met no op—
position in the legislature,

which was made into a contro—
versial movie.

to pass the Iowa
House of ‘session of the legislature in
January of 1977.Even then, the
Representatives. An attempt
chances for swift approval are
by one house member to rein—
very
slim, the judiciary com—
state penalties for consen—
sual homosexual relations was mittee member says.
"It will probably be seven
voted down by a vote of 60
or
eight years until it is
to 32.
passed."
Towa Govenor Robert Ray has
been urging the legislature
‘Remain Criminals‘
‘to hurry and pass the new
criminal code and has promised
In the meantime, thousands
to sign the legislation im—
of Tennessee gays, along with
mediately afterwards. If the
many more
thousands of male
new code is signed into law
and female heterosexuals,will
within the next month,it will
remain technical
criminals
take effect on July 1, 1976.
under a 150 year old, law.

Memphis

MCC —

Now

Phone

Has

The local study group of
the
Metropolitan Community
Church now has a telephone
number.,
It is 725—4673. Any
persons desiring information
about the church or its ser—
‘vices is invited to telephone.
The MCC study group meets
at 3 p.m. on Sundays at 224
N. Watkins and on Thursdays
at 7 p.m. C
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Will

a

Bisexual

Society

Prevail

by Fred Harris

For most people aught up in the excitement of the 1970s,
che 21st century
seems
impossibly
remote.
This
distant
seeming era is much closer than we realize and that
pivotal
year 2001 is only 25 years away.Persons now in their twenties
rill only bein their forties or fifties and most individuals
currently middle—aged will be active senior citizens.
But what will this not—so—distant 21st century be like for
gay people? No one knows for sure,but current trends suggest
a society. 11ke the following.

,

+ 4 4) to 4 4 f

. By 2001, a classical Greek type of bisexuality will be
the norm and the majority of adults will be sexually involved
with both men and women.
This will not be a temporary, fur—
tive situation, but an open and unashamed behavior pattern.
Gay sex will be viewed as simply one of the activities that
a normally sexed person engages in.
While the majority of the population will continue to be
predominantly interested in the opposite sex, gay relation—,
ships will also flourish.Many men with wives and girlfriends.
will openly have boyfriends and lovers.
Often they will all
be friends, the wife pleased that her mate has taken a boy—
friend rather than a female mistress.

in

America

by

«ike
3001?

Clothing styles will also be affected by the new toler—
ance.
During warm months some people will wear next to no—
thing.,
Complete nudity in the streets will be permitted in
more liberal cities and will be hotly pressed tor elsewhere.
The majority of people will continue to wear clothes
The possibility of ridicule,rather than legal sanctions,will
keep them from appearing in the buff.
A controversial
social issue in 2001 will be the accept—
ability of copulation in such public places as parks and
front yards.
Liberals will assert that it is no more objec—
tionable than eating a snow cone. Conservatives will decry
it as unaesthetic and a form of visual pollution.
Laws will
continue to prohibit it in many jurisdictions, but these
will be haphazarlly enforced and often ignored.
Gay Bars Less Important

Because of the general sexual liberalization, some mainstays —
of twentieth century gay life will become less
important by
2001,
Chief among these will be the trad1t10na1 gay bar.
They will still exist, but will cater largely to the older
homosexuals who feel uncomfortable elsewhere. Most people
with gay interests will meet and socialize where male—female
couples do, often in "mixed" establishments that welcome all:
comers.
v

Few Left in Closet
By 2001, the vast majority of gay people will be totally
uncloseted and mixing freely with the rest of the population.
They will not be viewed as"deviant‘ but rather as being at
one end of the normal bisexual spectrum.
The twentieth cen—
tury practice of labeling individuals as "straight" or "gay"
will be seen as a foolish oversimplification.
The move toward bisexuality will not be a one way street.
A number of persons who might have been exclusively gay in
an earlier era will find it easier to relate to the opposite
sex and will become involved in heterosexual affairs.
This
interest will not replace
their gay activities but rather
supplement: them.
The traditional man—woman—child concept of a family will
continue to predominate in the 21st century, but will face
strong competition from other living arrangements.
These
will include gay and straight one parent families, same sex
couples with children and multi—parent and child families.
Gay people will participate more heavily in family life than
before, and raise both their own offspring from previous
heterosexual relationships and gay adoptees.
While the majority of children will be conceived the tra—,
ditional way, some single women, including a number of les—
bians, will have children through sperm implants.
i
Gay Marriages

Gay civil marriage will be an established fact by 2001,
and the registered union of two men or women will be legally.
identical to those of male—female couples.
In deference to
conservatives, the relationship will not be called "marriage"
in some states, but tax, inheritance and other benefits will
‘be the same.
Many Protestant churches will marry same—sex couples with
traditional wedding rites.
The Catholic Church will have a
wedding—like ceremony in which same—sex couples can pledge
themselves co each other.
.
Legally, gay people in the 21st century will be protected
by an impressive array of federal, state, and local
anti—
discrimination laws. By 2001, however, these will be largely
unnecessary since practically no one would think of discrim—.
inating against a person because of their sexual orientation.
For the majority, it would be like rejecting a part of them—
selves.
Sexual tastes will have little to do in the popular mind
with masculinity or femininity,. Many sports figures will be
aggressively gay , while certain artists will be renown for
their heterosexual interests.

Culture Reflects Values
The easygoing sexual standards will be reflected in tele—
vision, movies and other aspects of the popular culture.Soft
drink ads will portray same sex couples walking hand—in—hand
with their colas.
Popular magazines will feature articles
entitled: "The Art of Pleasing Your Wife AND Boyfriend."
s AX,

l~fr
#1 “is
‘A“}/\/w

To meet the needs of predominantly gay citizens, there
will be a network of govermnment—funded gay social service
centers across the nation. Like the bars, these will be used
mainly by older, semi—closeted homosexuals. Most gays will
use regular facilities of all kinds.
Problems Will Remain
._
While the acceptance of homosexuality and active adult
'bisexuality will be predominant by 2001, it will not be uni—
versal. A few persons,mainly elderly or members of primative

Christian sects, will continue to be morally opposed to same
sex relationships. These individuals will not play a major
role in determining community standards however, and will be
ignored or ridiculed as hypocrites by much of the general
public.
'
A considerably larger number of people will feel that ex—
clusive homosexuality (as opposed to bisexuality) is just a
bit odd and limiting. They will be totally accepting of in—
dividual gays however, and wouldn‘t dream of discriminating
against them. They will regard exclusive homosexuals much as
they would a vegetarian, with the same lack of moral judge—
ment, Many will view exclusive heterosexuals in much the
same way.
While homosexual behavior per se will be socially accept—
able in 2001, extreme male effeminancy will continue to be
mildly frowned upon by some. Female impersonators and trans—
vestites will be regarded with amusement in cases and will be
involved in such discrimination as still exists.
These problems will be negligable when compared with those
(Continued on page Lb) —
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and

Gossip

I had a pleasant surprise last month sitting in the Psych
Out, The beat cops walked in and talked to the crowd over
the P.A. It seems that the police were having problems
with
people smoking marijuana in cars out front and around by
the
laundry. The policeman made it plain that he wasn‘t trying
to hassle anyone for being gay or even pass judgement on.
their use of grass. He did say that if people were caught
smoking again, he would have to take them in. He finish
ed
with a statement that he thought he had a good "beat"
and
liked the people. He just needed some cooperation and asked
everyone to please leave the pot at home. When he finished
the whole bar applauded. I did too. The Psych Out is . lucky
to have a policeman out front who doesn‘t care what color or
brand you are...as long as you keep your nose clean. There‘s
hope yet for Memphis‘ finest.
I think that I have heard more people ask, "When‘s the
paper coming out, Gary?" this month than I have ever noticed
before, Of course, I might just be a bit more sensitive be—
cause everything seems to have been piling up lately.
There are some interesting, new goodies in this issue.
More than anything else since GAIETY began,people have asked
questions about a gossip column. Always in the past I have
‘steered away from it, choosing rather the strict news ap—
‘proach to journalism,ﬁFina11y I‘m gonna try one. On page 5

you will
find "Swamptrash."
I am printing this with some
reservations.
Its continuation depends solely upon reader
reaction.
I fully expect to get lots of comments. I do want
it to be clearly understood, however, that I have nothing to
do with the writing of the column.
I am not the Gary who uses
"Rona" as a pen name.
Another interesting little "goodie" this month is a short
short story by a local professional writer.
The
tale of
"Little Pecker" begins on page 7.
'

Of course the big story this month is the McDermott,
Cheetham trial.A lot of facts were made public at this trial
that had not been generally known before. The account may
answer some of your questions...it may present more new ones
also.
GAIETY this issue has been a lot of work, I hope you find
it interesting. Remember, we‘re still looking for voluntzsers
who can type or write or help in some way. It takes a lot
of time and it helps to be just a little bit crazy. That way ®
you don‘t have so far to go.
GP
[{ccosEt
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Approach

The Supreme Court‘s decision allowing stat
es to ban pri—
vate homosexual behavior between consenting
adults is a blow
to both gay liberation and human liberty
generally. It is
also a clear signal that a new approach must
be taken in sex
law reform.
For many years, homosexuals have looked to
the federal
courts to provide relief from discrimination.
This
been largely justified as decisions have upheld faith has
gay rights
in employment and other areas,. Civil libertar
ians have hoped
that this trend would continue and one day,
the Supreme Court
would strike down the sodomy law s which remain
in most states.
The Court‘s March 29 ruling dashes any such
hopes. The
closet fascists who dominate the Cour
t have ruled out a
judicial solution not only in 1976 but for
years to come..
Regardless of what enlightened lower
court judges do, the
high court justices can overrule them.
We are in for a judicial dark ages, the last
bitter legacy
of the Nixon regime.
To meet this new situation, a new strategy
is necessary.
Instead of relying on the courts to uphold
their constitu—
tional rights, gay people must increasingly
turn to the na—
tion‘s legislatures for action. In Tennesse
e and thirty,
five other states, this now seems the only
wajAto get the
laws changed.
The legislative approach to law reform will not be
quick
or easy. Each state will require individual atten
tion and
pose special problems. But when victory is final
ly won, it
will be more satisfying than a single sweep
ing court

decision. Justice will not have been
handed down from above,
but won through the efforts of thou
sands of gay people across

the nation.

That struggle will be as liberating
as the end result.
FH

POEM

Hypocrites
Seated
Row on row
Mysteries of religion
They all know
Know
Their church is better
Than the rest
Know

A

They‘11 always
Pass the test
Basic laws
They
Now defy
And
Each other
Crucify.
— Rusty Schlesinger

Thank You

Dear Readers,
I would like to thank the
‘members of the gay community
that have expressed
their
support for GAIETY in a very
tangible way with gifts and
donations.
On March 27,
Bill (Fancy)
Goodman spearheaded a benefit
show with tips being donated
to help. the paper.
Bill and
others, including Cass Mich,
aels, Lady Rae and George Jr.,
collected some $31. for this
project.

Note

The twins have shoﬁnitheir
"support once again, this time
with a cash donation just "to
help along."
B.J. heard us méntion that
the office did not have a
clock and she came through
with one. I‘ll bet she thinks
that this will get the paper
‘out on time."
For ‘these thoughts
and
others, I‘d like to express my
thanks.,
Without your support
GAIETY would not exist.
— GP
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A by BILL
First swinger:

have to go
stay at Mama‘s in
‘San Diego — which means we‘ll

‘hardly ever see each other —
or I‘ll have to impose on
you,!‘
E
Gsa
i
Second Swinger:
"Oh, Clyde,
you poor thing.Evicted again.
That‘s just awful., Promise me
you‘l1l stay in touch."
How many homosexuals do
they remind you of?
Does
society see us as
being queer,
abnormal, per—
verted? "Or as being promis—
cuous, immature, rootless?
Sure, we are abused.
But.
the criticisms against some;
of us may be partly deserved.
Other comments, beautiful
and otherwise, that I have
heard or read in recent months:
To an elderly man leaving
‘a gay bar: "Go on.Nobody wants
H
**"to ofle‘. member. of a couple
leaving a gay bar: "Hey., Have
you got over the V.D. yet?"
On the Barney Miller TV
series: "I‘m a perfectly nor—
mal man."" ‘"Well, if you want
to settle for that."
‘
A piece of graffiti: "Even
gays can be pregnant with
hope."

Ten Best

GAWAIN —
—From — Sparky
baseball manager making peace
with his son after a year of
Well girls,
1t‘s
finally
‘silence over long hair: "When
happened
Rona‘s
putting
her
we came home from the plazoffs
at Pittsburg, Lee was at the
dirt in print,
I could say I
airport.
He kissed me on the . hope you all
enjoy this col—
lips. We‘re together.
That‘s
umn, but frankly I don‘t give
a damn,.
This
is strictly a
all he wanted, affection." .
In the New York Times:
public service
for all you
"The
future will
probably
girls out there(of both sexes)
bring less, not more...Maybe
who never seem to know what‘s
our values will be better be—
going on" who‘s doing what,
cause there will be fewer
with whom, behind whomever‘s
material
things available...
back.
If you don‘t like this
But many Americans will want
feature you can go suck an
to hear candidates who , can
egg, but don‘t be surprised
convince them that the party
if Rona finds out you lost:
isn‘t over,"
e
your lover before you do.
& puppy talking to a large
dog: "I have learned that the
This month has really kept
best thing for a dog is hap—
me hopping...I‘ve gone through
piness, and that happiness is
two reams of "Ko—rec—type"
my tail.
Therefore,
I
am
keeping my cross—referenced
chasing it: and when I catch
lovers file up to date. What
it, I shall have it]"
a shame that
Bill Reynolds
The old dog‘s reply:
"I,
lost another one...and this
too, have judged that happi—
was a match made in heaven!
ness is a fine thing for a
Imagine the romance, the beau—
‘dog, and that happiness is in
ty of engraved
invitations
my tail, But I have noticed
reading:
‘"The Reynolds cor—
that when I chase it,it keeps
dially invite you..." Well,
running away from me;but when
don‘t worry, at the rate he
I go about my business,
it
runs through lovers, the odds
‘comes
eafter me,"

"Either THL ~

wg. 8. #
Dressed

It"s been an Easter Parade
around the bars. ‘A lot of
"eggs have been laid.
And a
lot of girls have been rest—
ing on their laurels.My, wha t
big laurels most of them have
anyway . .
But there have been ten,
the standard number for this
sort of thing, who have con—
sistently achieved what they.
sought out to accomplish (one
who did more than the rest)
by, in effect, dressing their
personality
(robing
their
psyche?) which, if you don‘t
do, you might as well take it
‘off and hang it up...
Gary, the fun loving (hit
a button, you get a song)
bachelor at the P.0O..wing for
trying so hard and sometimes
making it work. And, contrary
to popular belief, he did not
win his wardrobe from WDIA.
He gets it working nights
at
a straight bar.
I hear his
black velvet jacket is wired
for sound.
But gauche it up
Mr. Natural, it ‘looks great
on you, hon
E rances . (the gay community‘s
answer to Grant Wood‘s old
woman in "American Gothic‘)
wins because she has a song
in her heart and countless
mecklaces pinning her bosoms
to her chest.
Besides, what
could be more bicentennial
than those granite features
‘smothered
under
sequins.
Every day‘s the fourth for
Frances.
Joe Jr. and Joe Sr. (those
cuddly clowns) win for com—,
patibility...t h a t
certain
compatibility that comes out

y

of horrible disarray and ends
up divinely delicious.
Bette
would be proud.
Phillip dresses like an
accountant gone crazy. A lit—
tle more Flair and we could
uncap him and write.Generally,
I don‘t like subdued things,
but this is an exception.
Laura Lee Love wins for the
little rust colored number.
Lady Rae wins for always
dressing so vibrantly...which
is even more vibrant when the
placidity of her disposition
is considered.
Wendy wins for knowing her
Super
place and dressing it.
cool,. What‘s happening. Let‘s
all play Mod Squad.
Cliff wins for being trashy
so...he
becomingly
should be honored for making
drab passable.
grand
overall,
And the
prize winner in this little
contest...for
Most Consis—
tently Dressing His or Her
Personality, is Austin (what
more can I say?)
On Being Impotent
What ‘s left when you are
‘old and tired with no hope,is
considerably less than what‘s
left when you are young and
tired with no hope..,.although‘
it‘s really nothing but ves—
tiges in éither case.
For thosefossils who have
experienced everything in the
course of a lifetime, not yet.
physically ended,one can feel
only compassion, but a beer
and giggle into it at the
pomposity of it all.
It is
with a mixture of awe and re—
lief (relief that I was not
one of the chosen few) that I

can gaze upon one of
those
ordained to know all, think
all, and heartrendingly,
to
have experienced all.
Party
poops.
They are like zombies
catatonic in their pronounce—
ments of "I will never,never,
never (yawn)...again." Simply
because they already have.
Except if you NEVER will, then
you NEVER did, because you
NEVER could have.
* .
Why don‘t they go ahead
and get it done with? If you‘ve
done everything, what‘s the
point?
The only thing left
is the day to day repetition
of a life in which there is
mo hope for anything new.
Suicide is the only honorable
solution,
indeed,
the only
viable alternative to such
spiritual/mental/sexual
ful—
fillment. Assassination
is
also a possibility.
apple,a pear, a banana,
or any
fruit
bursts into
bloom, ripens,and then spoils.
Nothing
is
worse than a
spoiled fruit.
So either you
eat it (the fruit), you throw
it away, or you make jelly and
keep it on your pantry shelf
(ie., pantry—a small closet).
People who believe themselves
to have done everything are
like a jar of jelly.Preserved
with
gelatinous
backbones
shielded from life‘s little
inconsistencies by past ex—
periences: no freshness,
no
vitality...they use artificial
coloring
to keep the gray
from showing. And what‘s the
point of making
something
look more appetizing when you
don‘t intend to spread it a—
round. There‘s no point. (See
title.) Which is the point.

are very good that Bill will
find another Reynolds to take
him to the Queen‘s Men‘s Ball
in May.
Congratulations to Paul N.,
FORMER holder of the Memphis‘
Oldest Virgin title; you al—
most made
it to 21, Now you
don‘t need your Conan
the
Barbarian T—shirt
for con—
fidence,
Even we fat girls
get some occassionally.
By the way, someone ought
to tell Mike M. that when you
charge long distance calls to
other people‘s phones, not to
call someone whose name is
the same.
Really now, a $10.
call to Teaneck, New Jersey?
The Miss
Gay
Mid—South
Pageant was really nice, it
was refreshing not to hear
"fix" for a change, this time
the audience agreed two out
of three times with the judges,
some kind of
first
for
Memphis.
Speaking of that night,
I‘m glad David B. (whose work
I promised not to
mention
lest he cut the sleeves out
of my jacket) had such a good
time with my date at the Rain
Check,
I hear your husband
Richard enjoyed the spectacle
tool
I also thought it was
very sweet of Chip to make
sure we made it to the bar
safely, escorting us through
downtown Memphis even though
sloshed to the gills.
I was
really surprised you didn‘t
ask Bill again to be your
lover,. According
to
Miss
McWherter,
it‘s only
been
‘twelve times this week...you
‘are slipping.
Many thanks to Richard L.
for letting .us have our Wiz—
ard of Oz party at his apart—
ment.,
The arms and legs be—
came entangled
during the
twister
and
didn‘t get
straightened out until the
scarecrow got his brain. D.S.
was there to: the delight of
all...pity that Rodney
got
back in town so soon.However,
Art M, was the real life of
the party...L hope Tiffany
lets him out more often.
One thing more.
Phyllis,
Mickey Mouse says he — would
love to come to the Ball but
he thinks that $750 is a lit—
tle steep for an invitation.
Anyway, he‘s pondering it and
if his social calendar permits
he‘ll try to talk his husband
into coming up for the event.

Well girls,
that‘s about
it for this month.
The hot—
line is ringing and the reports
are beginning to come in from
the third and fourth precincts.
Be careful out there:
Rona‘s
Information Network is busy
24 hours a day,7 days a week.
If there‘s dirt, Rona knows
it...and you‘ll
read it in
SWAMPTRASH!
Blatantly,
Rona
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Of Spock and Kirk
Hinted at In New ‘Star Trek‘ Anthology EcBar Owner
they are not done by profess—
by Gary Salles |
"We can go down to the
ional writers.
planet," Spock
ned
‘Of particular interest to reasonably., ‘"We can explai
STAR
TREK:
THE
NEW
VOYAGES;
be
to—
our readers are two stories gether, always..."
Bantam
Books.
entitled "The Winged Dreamers"
Thistreatbook tocomes
asStara sing,
"Noi
thing‘s finally
and "Mind Sifter." Both of— gotten to Thehim,"
ular
all
Trek
Kirk said,
these stories suggest a much
fans
because
it
is
the
first
than casual relationship
"new"published
Star Trek professionally
material to more
between Capt. James T. Kirk
besince
and Lt. Cmdr. Spock, the
JamesDIE.Blish‘s
novel:
;SPOCK
MUST
It
is
unique
Vulcan Science Officer.
in
the
field
of
science
Consider the following
fiction
in
that
it
consists
quote from "The Winged Dream—
ofselves,
work doneamateurs
by the fansin them—
ers" in which the crew of the
the
ers" in which the crew of the
‘literary
jungle,.
Serious
fans
Enterprise have deserted to —a
ofand science—fiction
in general planet where their every wish
Star
Trek
in
particular
and desire becomes reality.
will
appreciate
the
ramifi— — ‘Spock‘s mental control has
cations
this time
event.any ama—
This kept him from being affected
isteurlythe ofwritten,
first
until now:
amateurly
"Jim," Spock said in a
edited
work
has
ever
been
whisper, "Why do we have to
accepted
and published
by a leave here? We can stay.
majorThe publishing
company.
Just you and I. We don‘t
book
contains
several
need those others!"
short
stories,
each
with
an
odie indos rmanicolinaevil e
c a Re
emphasis
on
one
or
more
of
the
original
characters
of the
Star
Trek
series.,
Followers
APOLLO
SAYS:
will
note
that
the
characters
consistently
truethewithTV
. ‘are
those
developed
on
serfes. by Each
story
is intro—
duced
the
star
who
por—
trayed
the
character
the
story
involves,
with
an
over—
all praise
introduction
of creator
thanks
and
by
the
ofThe Starquality
Trek,Gene
Roddenberry.
of
the
stories
themselves
is
excellent;
so,
that the reader forgets that
Gay

Johnny

Relationship

Vaughan,

Leaves

.c1imbing out of the command
seat) "It‘s offering him the
one thing..."
He
stopped
abruptly, realizing that he
was giving too much away.
Nowhere in either story is
homosexuality
mentioned
specifically, but the indica—
tions and allusions are plainly
there for the discriminating
‘reader,
I am not suggesting anyone
read this book because of
these possibilities.
They
definitely added to my enjoy—
ment of the work, but they
were not necessary to appre—
ciate the overall book.
They
do, however,provide consider—
able food for thought.

"Mello

—mogreacolerely
1/—6 monm—sayr
frcorQ */beliro‘ —
| I zee—z5z2,

Johnny Vaughan, well known
figure in the Memphis gay com—
munity for many years,has ap—
parently left Memphis behind
for newer worlds to conquer.
Vaughan, son of the late Katie
Vaughan who was well known
and liked at the Psych Out,
last mentioned Canada as a
destination prior to leaving
early in April.
I
Suffered Reverses

The former owner of "The
Closet" and "The Tango Palace,"
Vaughan became disenchanted
with Memphis gays after. a
series of business losses and
legal entanglements.
A case still pending with
Memphis Light, Gas, and Water
has been continued until late
May.

Memphis,

We‘re

Legal Briefs
To Be Kept
A collection
of affect—
legal
briefs
filed
in
cases
ing
gay rights
is being
es—
tablished
by
the
Hastings
Gay—Law
Students Association.
These
materials,
collected
in
aable"brief
bank,"
will
be
avail—
for use by fighting
individuals
and
attorneys
for
gay
rights,
The
collection
will
beSchool
housed Library
in the Hastings
Law
in San
Francisco.
Topics
to bewillcovered
by
the
collection
include:
custody
rightsandof housing
gay parents,
employment
dis—to
crimination,
and
defenses
lewd conductDonations
and solicitation
charges.
of suchto
legal
materials
are
sought
make
upof points
the collection..
Memo—
randa
amd
authorities,
appellate
briefs
and other
legal
papers
are needed.
I |
Commun11s
SHOP
u
19407 mMADiSoN)

Town

Happy

To

Be
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Chicken
‘Little

Pecker‘ and
by Elderly Queen

Fowl

Play

|

Once upon a time, in a land far away, there lived a
beautiful, tender, young chicken, one freshly ripened into
— handsome,lusty rooster—hood.Beset one day by an inexplicable
restlessness, he wandered through the barnyard, seeking to
assuage
the fiery longing which had been kindled in his
bloodstream.
"Hello, there," he said to a grotesque, obese
animal,
rooting in the mud, "I‘m a chicken. What are you?"
"I‘m a pig," said the porcine beast, "and I love to bust
faggoty queens, rough ‘em up, and throw their asses in the
slammer, You want some of me?"
"Merciful heavens, noi?" said the chicken. "You seem to be
repressing something, and I care not to be around when it
breaks loose."
,_
And so, the little chicken wandered farther, stirred by
his mysterious yearning.
"Hi there," he said to another, "I‘m a chicken. What are
you?"
"Man," came the reply, "I‘m the prize, stud bull."
"I see," said the chicken, "but why do you wear that ring
through your nose?"
‘"You think that ring‘s something, you should see the one

/

GRACIE’S

my lover ordered for me from California."
— ‘"How nice of you," said the chicken,"are you wearing it?"
Co.
"Wo," said the bull, "it‘s back at the barn with
the
leather jacket, studded belt, chains and my Yamaha. Let‘s
go there, and believe me, babe, you‘ll never be the same."

:
CHICKEN

CORN
—

SOUP

"_

TH'CK.HEARTYDELICIOUS
»+
*

heil tinely

AVAILABLE AT ALL MAJOR GROCERIES

f

*

"9% believe you, And no thanks," said the chicken,.
As the little chicken wandered from place to place, he
encountered many other animals, and conversed with them. But
his disquietude raged, unabated, He was positively a—quiver;
so distraught was he that he did not see this striped animal
in front of him, and the resulting collision was bone—
shattering.

[

"I‘m terribly sorry, Madam," said he, "please forgive me.
Why, you‘re a zebra," he continued, "I‘ve never seen a real
‘zebra before."
"Zebra, my ass, you little trollopl Haven‘t you ever seen
a jackass in drag before?"
came the response.
"However, it
won‘t take but a minute for me to get out of this, if you‘re.
interested, darling."
"Thank you, no," said the chicken, and fled; by this time
an emotional wreck, not only from the things he had exper—
ienced, but more so from the thing he needed to experience.
In time, he came to a quiet, secluded corner of the gar—
den, and sat to rest, hardly noticing an old fowl sitting
nearby.
|
#
"Hi there, chicken," said the old fowl,"Do you live here,
or are you a visitor in our barnyard?"
"I‘m visiting my Uncle Nellie, and his friend, Butch," he
said, "but they‘re at the egg factory, working. I guess they
are, at any rate,
They said they were going laying."
"I‘m sure they are," came the reply.
"By the way, what‘s
your name?" |
.
"Little Pecker," said the chicken.
"What‘s your‘s?"
"I‘m the fairy Princess, "said the old fowl.
"You look more like a queen than a princess, " said Little
Pecker, "really, what is your name?"
}

"Colonel Sanders," said the old fowl.
"Well, how nice, Colonel," he said, "I'm most pleased to
meet you. What do you do?"
"Oh, when I was very young, about your age, I used to

pullet quite a bit,.
Then this magnificent peacock brought
me out, and after we broke up, I just hang around the garden
here, squatting on the asparagus.
By trade, though, I‘m a
chicken plucker." As the old fowl talked, he rested his wing
on the young chicken‘s drumstick.
‘"The name Colonel Sanders
is known world—wide for chicken—plucking." He moved the wing
still more. "My Godi{i" exclaimed the Colonel. "Little Pecker,
you are greatly mis—named." This was true, for Little Pecker

looked as if he

WATERBEDS

610 S. HIGHLAND

,

196 S. COOPER
f
276—5104

had been poured

into his Burger King (home

of the Whopper) jockey shorts, and forgot to say "when."
‘"Rxactly what does a chicken—plucker do?" asked Little
Pecker, now relaxed and serene, sensing the imminent release
from the gnawing
torment which had plagued him through the
day.
"It would be easier to demonstrate, than to explain the
art of chicken—plucking," said the old fowl.
"I believe I would enjoy that," said Little Pecker, his
name now, more than ever, a mis—nomer.
So, they plucked that night, and the night following, and
many, many more nights.
And, since this is, after all, a fairy tale, they lived
happily ever after.
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It seems to
be
the ‘"in
thing."
The bars ‘are closing
and
you still
haven‘t got a
trick
for
the
night.
And:
there‘s no—
place to go...ex—
cept to the movies.
Not your
common, ordinary movie house,
but to
the
adult
theatres.
Face
it,
girls, you
never
know what you might find (or
catch) in these places.
Yes, the dirty movie houses
smell
of action. (And I mean
that in more ways than one!)
But don‘t
forget, there
are
also
dangers to these
pop—
ular cruising spots.
There
are no
fewer
than
eight
of these.
theatres
in
Memphis.,
Some have
only the
quarter
booths.
Some
have
full
— sized
screens,
even
books and magazines.
One of
these
places
has
rooms for
two, locking doors and a full

—

Excitement

the actual sex act occurs. In—
stead of going somewhere else
it comes off on the spot.
I stopped and chit—chatted
with some of the "girls"
and—
some

of

the

meet every
Some of

men

too.

YOu

type in these places‘

them

didn‘t want

even

talk

just

gave T¢——w
details

with

me,
and
p

to

Danger

sometimes,. a
person
with
a>
A
demented mind may choose the
movies to pick up a sex part—

ner.

There are reported cases

of gays being
and

membered.
fast

they

seen in a movie

or

pround.
Of
aome

at

a

and

popular
course,

were

house,
cruising.
psychos

movie houses,
The first sign
is to leave the door open, or
at
least
partially —
open.
Notice if
someone
looks
in
and
if so,
providing
you‘re
interested, don‘t stand there
like a dumb
queen,
Open up
your jaws and smile back!
In
one
theatre, a note
left in
what
appeared to be
eyebrow
pencil ( Lord knows, I
don‘t‘
know for
sure)
said,
"for
action, rub
crotch."
There
were some other juicier notes,
but since
this
is a
family
paper, we won‘t
quote
them.
There also
seems to be quite
a lot of graffiti in the bath
romms, complete with
phone

some
queens who
wanted me to print their name,
phone number,what they liked,
and
a
nude
picture.
Their
reasons
for
doing it
there
included: 1) cheaper; 2) more
exciting; 3) no place else to
go; and 4) no time to go.
Now that we‘ve talked about
the more
exciting and pleas—
surable things
that go on in
those
good old movie houses,
‘let‘s serve up (as usual) the
dirt,
After
all, there
are
certain dangers to these types
‘of sexual cravings.
There are certain gays who
prefer
straight men for sex.
Some straights are open to the

idea and honey, some are not.
Some may even turn out to
be
"Sissie beaters."
This is u—
sually a very unexpected
and
numbers and sexual desires.
bad surprise for most queens.
Some more
aggressive gays
Of course, you do
have those
look for
erections or people
people who would get off on it.
playing with
themselves and
‘_
On the other hand, Vera is
go right
into
the
booth to
always
watching.
Anyone may
ask the
person if they would
be
vice.
To quote
a friend
like
some action.
But wiser
of mine,
"from
the
nicest
gays will not do this.
Even
looking
dude in the
bar, to
Max Factor
has a
hard
time,
the drag queen on the square,
covering black eyes
and such
to the
dirtiest,
trashiest,
as some of our
friends
know.
old man
in the dirty movies,
In theatres
with
full sized
lthe
vice is
always
there,"
screens, it
seemed that peo—
The laws in Tennessee strictly
ple interested
in sexual en—
prohibit
sexual
encounters
counters
(i.e., good
times)
between
two
guys and/or the
sit in ° the
back
rows
of
solicitation
of
males by
a
the theatres,
and
in
easy
male., And if the solicitation
viewing of the tearooms. Much
citations
don‘t get you, the:
reclining and
crotch rubbing
loitering
laws
will.
Tales
_ goes on and is usually a sign
have it that the city jail is
that the person is interested
not a nice place to visit, so
in sex.,
It‘s interesting and
in order to
steer clear,
be
iyet
somehow
horrifying
to
careful .
think
that in the
back rows
A
third
reason
involves
of
these
theatres, in
the
psychotics.
Not
often,
but
booths
and in the rest rooms

there,

into bars,

one is on

"stomping

and will

ground"
sympathetic help:

have

and witnesses.
So

that‘s

don‘t make
you go

to

it,honey!
it

careful
"to

in the

the movies.

and don‘t
the cleaners!

get

If you
bars,
But be
token

.

syer‘) 2/10,H)

SIGNS AND SYMBOLS

wander

least

familiar

sized
couch.
The increasing
popularity
of such theatres is appalling.
Many types of people frequent
them.
There
are
gays who
seek other
gays
for
sexual
encounters,
There
are
gays
who seek straight men for sex;
‘straight men who
want sexual
gratification
on
a
one way
basis,
(get
over
yourself,
Mary!) and "weenie
wagglers"
‘and "jack off freaks."

There seem to be some very
definite
#igns
and
symbols
used
for
contacts
in
the

vice

‘but at

sexually dis—

Often,

them
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My

My friend Gordon is one of
the true
Wonders of this
or
any world. He lives in an old
court style apartment, straight‘
out of
the
<fourties.
His
neighbors are straight out of
their fourties too (They were
in their fifties then).
When
H., Hunky and I moved into our
new ° apartment, Gordon wanted
everything
we
planned
on.
throwing out.
His livingroom
now
boasts a fire—engine red
inflatable chair, three dozen
empty miniature booze bottles,
an
original
painting
by H.
Hunky resembling fudge ripple
ice cream
dropped
from
thousand
feet (sideways)
74 somewhat
less
useful
jects d‘questionable art.
Gordon
has a
way of
sorbing everything.
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by Buddy Haynes
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ely uncensO,

Cruising

two,
and
ob—
ab—

In love, he‘s as chaste as
Mary ‘Tyler Moore, In sex,he‘s
as gangbusters as Evel Knevil
If I were
Rona
Barrett, I
could drop
such names...Gor—
don‘s conquestsrangefrom one,
of my
Hollywood idols to one
of my Grandmother‘s favorite.
nusicians.
Sex for Gordon is
just functional survival; but
when it comes to LOVE, he‘s a
rare prize, faithful
to
the
end...which
usually
occurs
within one week.
Not because
he
doesn‘t try, or
fails to
please. Simply put,Gordon has
lousy aim.He‘s always falling
in love with
straight guys.
I‘ve tried to direct
him to—
ward more fruitful
hopefuls,
‘but he always seems to end up

Friend

Gordon‘

back with Joe Straight.
But
even
when
Gordon
latches on to a gay boyfriend,
bizarre
things happen.
Once
‘he . phoned
in
an
ecstatic
trance to tell me all about a
new
guy he‘d met
at
rap.
They‘d gone dining and dancing
plus a bit more. After thirty
minutes
of
retracing
every
«detail, Gordon asked me why I
didn‘t seem
thrilled at
his
good fortune.
Gordon
there—
upon discovered
that his new
find was none
other than the
guy I was presently dating in
a similar trance.
¢
Life is, at
times, defin—
itely the pitg.
Now, after an
amazing dry
self—de—
spell
and ‘another
feating love
affair with Joe
Straight "#
87, Gordon
just
called
to say
he
found Mr, |
Wonderful in a local gay ~bar
—— all signs definitely pointing
to the
probability this guy
is gay.
Needless to‘ say this
was something I could
really
get excited about,
My friend
has been long overdue for his
share
of luck.,
Gordon
said.
|
‘they had dated twice already,
and every thing was pure heaven.
"Well," said
Gordon, "al—
most pure heaven."
I didn‘t want
to hear the
‘rest.
f
"He‘s
moving
to Wyoming
‘Monday."
(Reprinted from FOCUS, Garden
vrove, California,
February,
1976)
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Star

Studded

by Buddy Haynes
It would have been nice if
he runway
lights
had
not
cept falling off the stage and
opping
and
exploding
all
ver the
place, but this was
nly a minor flaw in an other—
ise beautifully
staged pag,
ant.,
The Miss Gay Mid South
ageant was held at the Amer—
can Legion
Hall, March 13,
976. A modest crowd of about
‘00 people were there to cheer
cheir
favorite
contestant.
(‘his was really
a shame be—
cause the Queen‘s Men went all
ut to‘givé a good show, and
as always, they did., The pag—.
cant was
emceed by Mike Raw—
lings and Christine. As usual
her witty bitching,
_
warm
humor and irreplaceable
tal—
ent kept the show moving at a
comfortable pace.
"Honey, if
you were as
fat as I am and
girdled
as
tight
as IL
am,
you‘d have a right to breathe
hard, too."
When
she
and
Michelle got going
together,
the
guffaws
flowed.
For

Pageant

while to do it.There were al—
so a host of entertainers in—
cluding Lady Rae,Lisa Devine,
‘Peter Pan,
Fancy,
Robbie Le
Vore, Cass Michaels; and Mark
of Memphis.
Juages
included:
Miss.
Billie Jo Casino, Miss Dallas
of 1975; Linda,
Miss Gay Fe—
male Memphis of 1975; Sabrina
Lea; Mr. Dennis Massey;
and .
Ms., Lila
Baker
of
GAIETY.
All in all, it turned
out to
be a good time . for everyone.
Each contestant was shown the
respect of silence and atten—
‘tion except for one incident. ~
During Tamika‘s vocal presen—
tation of a beautiful reading
called "The Negro Mother" one
or two tables
seemed a
bit
loud,but icy stares and vocal
pleas for
silence
from sur—
rounding tables
finally shut
them up.
The contestants were: Sandy
Dale, Memphis; Mr. Dean, New
Orleans; Naomi Sims, New
Or—
leans; Tamika, Memphis; Laura
Lee
Love, Memphis;
Loretta,
Memphis, Tiffany Blair, Mem—
‘phis; Diane
Denton, Jackson,
Miss.; Venus, Jackson, Miss.;
and Peaches, New Orleans.
The contestants were judged.
in
three
categories of com—
petition: sportswear, talent,
and evening gowns. In between
these events, the audience was
kept well entertained by the
lovely Michelle Hays, Melina,
and of course, Christine.
Everyone
in the
audience
was
excited as
the
big an—
nouncements
came.
Peaches
from New Orleans was
chosen
Miss
Congeniality
by
her
fellow(?)
contestants.
Mr.

Naomi Sims,in evening gown competition, combines coiffeur
with apparel for a striking oriental look.
0 9 9 9 9 9 9 o o 9 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ts
Dean grabbed second runner—up;
Orleans and Hot Springs.
She

Laura Lee Love was first run—
ner—up and the winner of Miss
Gay Mid South was Naomi Sims,
‘from the bayou state‘s city of
New Orleans.
Besides
the
title
she
won,
Naomi also
holds the
titles of Miss Gay
South‘75,Miss Jacksonville‘%,
‘and Miss
Apollo 1975.
In
talking backstage after
the
‘show, Naomi seemed
a
truly
warm and
genuine
person and
not at all
conceited.
She
makes
her
home in
Houston,
Texas where
she is an enter—
"Old Planta—
tainer
at
the
tion."
She
has also — worked.
New
Washington,
in Atlanta,

prides
herself on
being
an
entertainer
and not
a "drag
queen."
After
the
pageant,
the.
party moved to "B.J."‘s Caberet"
where
several of the
enter—
tainers
put on
Guite a show
till the early morning hours.
As usual, B.J. rolled out the
red carpet and everyone had a
blast.
—
GAIETY would like
to ex—
tend a special
thanks to the
Qeen‘s Men
for the
special
table up
front.
It
was in—
valuable
in
reporting
and
photographic matters.

"If You Want It,

Go and Get it.“o Venus.
colorful and imaginative costume,

U

gets it

in

a
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stunning hand-Beaded‘gown,ythe lovely Michelle
Hays sings the moving, ‘"My Way."

Wearing a
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instance, Mike to
Christine:
"I wanted you to do your num—
ber first and if they
didn‘t
leave, we had
good judges."
Reply from
it,
Michelle?" Mike: "The
young
CSYYShon
reais
Notables
in the
audience
included
Chuck
Self,
part—
owner of
the
"Front Page,"
Sharon
Wray, owner
of
"The
Psych Out,: and B.J. and Gwen
from B.J.‘s with their whole
gang of Girls who always turn
out to support all gay people
and all gay functions, even if
she has to close her bar for a

South
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Queen‘s

Easter

Sunday

April
INTEGRITY To Meet
INTEGRITY, the national or—
ganization for Gay Episco—
<palians and their friends,has
‘announced
plans for their
Second Annual Convention to
‘be held August 5—8 in San
Francisco. Theme
of
the
programs will be, "Hear What
The Spirit Is Saying To The
Churches!‘
Both ecumenical
and
interdisciplinary
in.
scope, clergy and lay people
in a variety of professions
are invited to participate.
According to the Rev, Richard
G, Younge, Convenor
of the
host Chapter,"An attempt will
be made to present some of
the recent insights of the
social
and
behavioral

in

18,1976

Ode

sciences, the
arts,
and
° theology into the Gay condi—
tion and experience, and to
use this knowledge in re—
ordering and developing its
ministry to Gays."
Other
denominational
groups
are
being asked to send clergy
and lay representatives.
In conjunction with the,
news from
San Francisco,.
President Jim Wickliff
an—
nounced
that . the
1976
— INTEGRITY Annual Award will be
presented to Barbara Gittings,
a pioneer in the Gay Liberation
Movement, and founder/Chair—
person of the Task Force on
.Gay Liberation, American Li—.
brary Association,
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"All

You Can Drink" ~

HAT

SHOW

First Prize

$25

Prize

$15

Third Prize

To Billie Jo

by Buddy Haynes

$10

Entertainment
i
Performers from all over
the Mid South
Show starts at 3:00 PM ,

3. TOP
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It was a night for a first
and a last. It was the first.
show at the "Front Page," and—
the last show in Memphis for
one of her favorite perform—
ers.
For personal
reasons,
Billie Jo Casino (Miss Dallas
of 1975) will not be perform—
ing for a while. So on March
22, she did triple duties to
introduce shows to the "Front
Page" and bid Memphis fare,
‘well., She sang, danced, and
emceed her way through the
night as only a pro can do.
She explained her reasons
for wanting to do this final
show at the "Front. Page." "I
want to work every bar in
Memphis that has +~shows, and
the ‘Front Page‘ is the only
one I haven‘t warked in."
She wanted to have a perfect
record.
Those of us who know Bil—
lie and have worked with her
will miss her cute drawl, her
‘exceptional ability as a per—
former, and yes, even her
bitchy moods.
Farewell, Bilkie Jo and
good lucki Hope to see you
again real soon.

e

August

Second
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Men
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HAVE

FUN
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WITH
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Mardi

Gras

Offers

Unique

by Fred Harris

litor‘s Note:

GAIETY News Editor

Fred

Harris spent five

‘s in New Orleans at Mardi Gras.
The following article is
ied on his impressions of the Carnival season.)
Mardi Gras is a unique blend of Latin hedonism and Amer—
n capitalism in action.It is also an opportunity for gays
have one hell of a good time.
For many years,
Carnival has had
a special
appeal
for
and thousands annually head to New Orleans as if
pilgrimage. The gay presence at Carnival is recognized and
:epted by the,city‘s straight
establishment
as adding to
cdi Gras‘ distinctive flavor.
The
influx of gay
dollars
»)thessuch moral indignation as might otherwise exist.
A major reason for Mardi Gras‘ popularity with gays is the
liday tolerance
of behavior
otherwise forbidden.
In ad—
tion to permitting
drinking
in the streets, New
Ofleans
thorities look leniently upon a number of officially pro—
ribed but harmless
acts during Carnival.
These
include
mn—malicious public drunkeness,marijuana smoking, loitering
cr sexual purposes, and (gay) displays of public
affection
at might otherwise be considered "disorderly conduct."
Tolerance has its limits even during Mardi Gras
however,
d hundreds of helmeted police are stationed in the Quarter

Thrills—For

A Price

and Ramparts Streets. Sponsored by New Orleans social clubs
called krewes, these include bands," horseback riders and
floats.
A special feature of Mardi Gras parades is the tossing of
beads,aluminum doubloons, and cther knick—knacks to the spec—
tators.People compete furiously to obtain these tossed trink—
ets and don‘t hesitate to snatch a prized item from under a
neighbor‘s nose. Doubloons which have fallen to the pavement
are claimed by stomping one‘s foot on top of it, a lesson
quickly learned by newcomers. who reach down with their hands.
Adults as well as children get caught up in the competetive
mob psychology and often reveal the raw animal side of human
nature.
Tuesday is the Climax
While the gay scene swings all during the last week of,
Carnival, it reaches its peak on Mardi Gras Tuesday.
On
that day, thousands of celebrators deck themselves out in
masks and fantastic costumes, and really let themselves go.
Both gays and straights dress up, but the most fantastic and
eye—catching outfits are worn by homosexuals. Some of these
are standard female impersonator dress and wig combinations
‘but the larger number are more imaginative.

prevent violence and crimes against property.
One other thing which the city does not tolerate are beg—.
.rs, indigents or any sort of Mardi Gras freeloader.
After
:veral years of trying to accommodate
thousands of hippies
th free housing and transportation, the authorities decided
ist year that the only outsiders they want for Carnival are
ying guests.
Accordingly, beggars and indigent transients
‘re arrested
and jailed
or thrown out of town.
Gays and
her tourists may do largely as they please during Carnival,
it they must also contribute to the city‘s economy.
A genuine tolerance does
exist for gays during Carnival,
)th by city officials and the straight crowd in the Quarter.
ie male couple walked arm—in—arm down
Bourbon Street from
inal to St. Peter
without a single
nasty comment or look.
iite the opposite, several
straight people voiced cheerful
ceetings and a helmeted policeman gave them a friendly nod.
Bars Draw Crowd
A prime target of gay Carnival—goers
are the city‘s num—
rous bars and clubs.
These are largely concentrated in two
arts of the Quarter, in Bourbon Street
between Orleans and

amaine and on Ramparts between St. Peter and St. Phillips.
he two block Bourbon Street stretch includes: the "Bourbon —
ub‘"" and "Pete‘s Discotheque" at Bourbon and St. Ann.
lso a new discotheque called the "Parade" above the "Bourbon
ub." One block east at Bourbon and Dumaine are "Lafitte‘s"
nd a new western bar, the "Corral."
The Rampart Street ‘strip‘ includes "Travis" a men‘s bar;
women‘s dance bar named "Brady‘s",
the drag show lounge
alled the "Cabaret" and above it,a leather bar,the "Loft."
In addition to these two main areas,more than a half doz—
m other gay establishments are scattered around the Quarter,
lus an equal number of *mixed‘ bars and clubs.
These in—
:lude several 'hustling bars in the Iberville—Royal vicinity,
a popular black men‘s bar at Dumaine and Burgundy . and three.
Irag show—"unisex" clubs on Bourbon.
The latter cater to
argely straight audiences.
During Carnival, the always lively Bourbon and Rampart
‘treet gay bars are packed with merrymakers from around the
iation.
In "Lafitte‘s" and a couple of other places,crowds
ire so dense that it is impossible to make the rounds of the
ar without intimate physical contact.
Some avoid certain
ars for this reason, but many others flock to partake in
che fleshy feast.
Nor is this the limit of the Mardi Gras action.
Later in
che evening, in the back of certain Bourbon Street bars,
»eople can be seen engaging in different types of sex, often
is a crowd looks on. At one bar, there was a line of people
raiting to get into the ‘orgy room,‘
In the back room of the "Loft," even more exotic be—
havior can be seen at Mardi Gras.
Some find it repulsive
and leave, but others remain to watch open mouthed.
If the city‘s gay bars pulsate with activity during Carni—
val, certain French Quarter streets are equally lively.
Bourbon Street between St. Ann and Dumaine is a cruiser‘s
heaven, with hundreds of gays lounging in the street and side—,
walks. Few are closety about their interests either,and
much camping,
hugging,
and public affection can be seen.
Such straights as wander down Bourbon Street either accept
these gay happenings or are invited to return to their own
part of the Quarter.
For those wanting a change from the bar and street scene,

Mardi Gras features a continuous series

of parades on Canal

On Mardi Gras day, the city relaxes — enforcement of its
public anti—nudity ordinances, and permits all but the sex—
ual organs to be exposed. Many costumes. take advantage of
ithis and
exposed breasts’ and buttocks
are a common sight.
Painted Indians
clad only in
skimpy breech—clouts exchange
levis.
seatless
in
cowboys
bottomed
with bare
glances
Bearded men can be seen wearing elaborate plumed headdresses
above the neck, but with only a glittering G—string
below.
One man revealed his patriotic bicentennial sentiments — and,

a good deal more by cruising the Quarter in ared , White, and
‘blue jockstrap.
An
paradise, the day doesn‘t disappoint
many voyeurs either.
. A favorite Mardi Gras day attraction for both.‘gays and
straights is "Lafitte‘s"
annual costume contestﬁleld outdoors
at the corner of Bourbon and Dumaine, the judging lasts from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and features a fantastic array of drag
queens, semi—nude leather boys, and plumed and feathered hu—
man exotics.
For several hours, contestants flaunt their
costumes and bodies before the cheering crowd until winners
are finally named.
After this year‘s costume contest ended, much of the aud—
ience moved a block south to "Pete‘s" and the
"Parade."

There, gays on the bar balconies tossed beads to the crowds
below and a powerful sound system blared the latest disco
music into the street. The music and party atmosphere led
some gays to start dancing in the street, and when this be—
came too crowded, on the hoods and roofs of parked cars.
For several hours, this impromptu gay street party con—
tinued with the dancing, drinking,
and music turning Bourbon
Street into a vasc outdoor gay bar.
The arrival of dark
brought the end of the music and dancing and the crowds began
—to diminish. By midnight — the end of Mardi Gras — Bourbon
Street was relatively deserted.
On Wednesday morning, the city returns to normal.
Thou—
sands of weary revelers pack their beads and depart, while
sanitation crews start cleaning up the mountains of trash.
Meanwhile, New Orleans businessmen add up the take from
their annual bacchic goldmine.
Mardi Gras represents the triumph of America‘s free enter—~
prize system over its puritan morality.,
It will
tolerate
most anything so long as it is profitable.
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Anti—Gay

Draws

Decision By

Widespread

Supreme

Editorial

Court

Criticism

The Supreme Court decision
liberty and order, liberty is
ing the decision. It pictured
declaring that states
can
losing ground."
a pompous looking judge in a
regulate the private sexual
CHATTANOOGA TIMES
(Thurs—
Puritan outfit holding a gav—
activity of consenting adults
day,
April 1)
"Disagreement
el in one hand and "Ye Holy
drew considerable editorial
with the Supreme Court‘s ac— ‘Writ of the U. S.
Supreme
response from the nation‘s
tion this week on a sexual
Court" in the other. The ac—
press,
almost all negative.
conduct case hinges on de—
companying text,
printed in
"Of the 60 plus daily U.S.
fense of ‘a principle rather antiquated
16th
century
newspapers received by the
than approval of a practice.
script,
read "Our Puritan
Memphis Public library,
al—
"In a negative fashion the
Ethic doth decree, that love‘s
most a dozen spoke out against
Court upheld the rights of
sublime twixt he and she.
the ruling.
None defended
states to prohibit certain But
‘mongst he and he or she
the decision.
aberrant ~sexual acts
even
and she, ‘Tis loathsome, God—
The following are exerpts
when committed by consenting, less Sodom
y!
(End foulest
from major American newspa—
adults in privacy.
It gave, Bin, in first degree.)"
pers.
mo reasons,
merely letting
NEW YORK TIMES (Wednesday,
LOS ANGELES TIMES (Thurs—
stand a lower court‘s deci—
Mar.,
31)
"The decision of sion‘to that
day,
April 1)
"The U. S, Su—
effect.
No ar—
Nancy just
looks like an ex—
the United States
preme
Supreme
Court
‘s
summa
ry ruling
guments
were heard prior to
ecutive.
With
a comfortable
Court that in effect upheld.
‘that
state
s
have
the
author—
judgeme
summary
the
nt.
swivel
chair,
feet
on
the
the constitutionality of an
ity to punish private homo—
"The result is a reversal
desk and smoke rings floating
ancient Virginia statute on‘ of the Court‘s
commendable sexual acts between consent—
around, Nancy
looks
like
a
private sexual practices was
ing adults is a disappointing
trend in recent years to give
politician.
retrogressive enough;
departure
but it
from the recent
primacy to the individual‘s
was made worse by the way in‘
trend to expand the consti—
right of privacy over perva—
which the Court chose
to
tutional right to privacy..."
P.O.‘s
Nancy
sive measures of state con—
reach that conclusion. With=
"The
court, in
effect,
No doubt exists that
trol.
out hearing oral ,. argument,
chose
to
evade
dealing with
the Court acted in this in—
Gets
Raves
without writing an opinion,
that question, and we think
stance to forbid acts prac—
the Court summarily affirmed
was wrong in doing so.
It
by Lady-Jane Grey
ticed or condoned by a very
the findings of a lower Fed—
was wrong in refusing even to,
rights:
the
but
minorit
small
y,
"It would be difficult fo eral
court——which : was of:
hear
oral
arguments
that
of the latter are just as
write a paragraph about her.," course its legal right to do,.
could
have
fully
explo
red
the
worthy of protection as those.
— Elizabeth Regina but not its social obligation
issue
s
in
the
case.
It
was
of any given majority.
Nern—boy
Fernholder
is
"A dissenting opinion at. wrong in failing to hand down
"There was a time not so
‘liked by everyone in Memphis. ,_
the lower level put it suc— a written decision to explain
fazx distant when the United
Whooppsel
She writes poetry,
its reasoning. And it was
cinetly:
‘Private consensual
handles Odessa,and would "eat States Supreme Court was the
most
wrong in affirming
the
sex acts between adults are
staunch and ultimate defender
chicken three
times a day if
lower
court decision uphold
matters, absent evidence that
of civil rightsand liberties;
she could get it," according
ing state
prohibitions on‘
in which
they are harmful,
there was a time when the
to Barbara, an "intimate ac—
priva
te and consensual adult
the state . has no legitimate
homosexual behavior. amii
quaintance" and co—worker at great branches at the apex bf ‘interest,"...
y
power in Washington,
system,
the Psych—Out.
"Since the Court only re—
ST.,
LOUIS POST DISPATCH
atically served as protector
Others say:
so nice,
fused to review one specific
(Saturd
ay,
April 3)
of the individual
citizen
" In a
I mean really nice, like a
case,
(there is alwys the
decisio
n
grossly
against undue intrusion of
insensitive
truly nice person...not like
possibility that it will ac—
to the rights of privacy and
government into private and
cept another for full argu—
a bartender but a PERSON."
oblivious to the futility of
personal affairs.
ment and consideration
on!
Personally, I like her too,
laws seeking to impose narrow
"But as we noted in these
merit. We cannot but hope: it
but can‘t help but feel just
viewscof morality, the Supreme
‘columns only two days ago,
will do so and uphold the —
‘a smidge sorry for the poor
Court has upheld a lower court
the Court seems clearly to be
dear.
very basic right :of privacy."
If everyone likes you,
ruling that a state may pro—
beating a path of retreat
what‘s left?
_
PHILADELPHIA
._
INQUIRER
You‘re nobody
hibit homosexual acts between
from its once proud forward
(Wednesday,
Mar,
31)
"The
till somebody says something
position in this delicate and U.S. Supreme Court‘s decision consenting adults in private."
nasty about you., And nobody ‘s
difficult area of the rela— upholding
the right of~ a
talking about Nancy.
‘MEMPHIS COMMERCIAL APPEAL
:tionship between citizen and
state to prosecute and impri—
What is it about Nancy?
(Wednesday, Mar. 31)
"The
state.
It may indeed be re— ‘son citizens for homosexual
What causes
some shadowed,
ruling by the U.S.,
Supreme
stranger to murmur, "She re—. ‘Flecting a gradual lessening acts committed in private and Court that upheld a Virginia
of concern for such matters
between consenting adults, is law against homosexual acts
minds me of my brother?" What
on the part of the American. dismaying on several grounds.
causes all the men to talk to
doesn‘t mean that states can‘
public.
If so,
that is bad
"It is. dismaying, first,, or shouldn‘t modify such laws
her and Frances? Why is she
mews for the country and for: on procedural grounds.,
On when consenting adults are in
keeping the secret to herself?
the future."
this
issue
involving
the
What
causes
Sharon
and
volved..,"
.
BOSTON GLOBE
(Wednesday,
right of privacy,
the right,
Michelle to shriek in unison;
"The
Virginia
plaintiff:
Mar.
31)
"Twice within the
to be left alone by the gov— contended that the law mad:
a four letter expletive, (the
past 10 days,
on issues of
ernment, ...the court did not it difficult for them to mee!
only word Gary said I could;
sexual privacy and of due
even trouble itself to listen people and that it violate
mot print) when her name is
process rules for police, the
to
arguments.
mentioned?
their rights of free expres:
U. S. Supreme Court has dis—
"Nor
did it issue an opi— sion and privacy.
The key to Nancy is that:r turbingly
A thre:
and
inexplicably
nion.
It simply reaffirmed
‘she dresses her moods. But
judge
federal
panel,
whic
narrowed the rights of ordin—
by a 6—3 ruling,
a 2—1 deci—
whether in Sherwood Forest
was
upheld
by
the
Suprem
ary citizens...
sion of the three—judge court
Green (shades of Little John),
Court, rejected‘ the argument
"Yesterday‘s decision, up—
in Richmond, VA....
rg
decked out in red,white, blue
about
constitutional — viola
holding a lower court ruling
"The ruling is particular—
and yellow, or, as
I prefer
tions.
But that doesn‘t. pre
that homosexuals are not en—
ly dismaying on substantive
her, in that "snuggle—just—a
vent states from— taking suc
titled to the same privacy
grounds. One need not ap—
little—bit—closer tight jersey
factors into consideration...
rights as heterosexual mar—.
prove, for moral or religious
[T—shirt," _ a golden
eagle
Society has become mor
tied couples,
is a blow to
grounds,
certain forms of
/ spread across her bosom, Nancy
tolerant of individualisti
every citizen who wants to
sexual or other behavior. The
is always "easy to get along
behavior that doesn‘t ha:
live an unconventional but.
point is that this is no con—
with."
f
the general welfare.
— It‘
‘private life....
cern of the state.,
The state
Extensive research leads
also more concerned about t!
"Under our system,
any
has no business prying into
to new opinions.
I have come
rights of privacy.
In vi«
court order, however unpala—
people‘s bedrooms."
to the conclusion that draft
table, is binding and must be
of that, it would seem th:
The LOUISVILLE
COURIER—
will always flow at the P.O.,
obeyed .
consent should be given mo:
But we cannot help
JOURNAL, while not editorial—
and Nancy‘ll be right there
wondering whether,
weight
in laws dealing wi‘
in
the
izing in print, ran a politi—
flowing behind it.
constant
homosexuality..."
struggle
between
cal cartoon Mar. 31 ‘ridicul—
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yCourt'
Contains Surprises
for Lesbian Women
by Martha Brummett *
a Simpson, From the Clos—
to the Courts: The Les—
o Transition,Viking Press,
95.
It seems that everybody ©
Closets

To

Rain

Check

II

‘Clicks‘

at

Downtown

Most people were surprised
that they chose the old Closet,
‘however. Many felt that it
was an ill fated move and that
no bar could draw people back
downtown .
Kimborough said they tried
to find a location in the mid—
town area,
but "everything
was too high."

Jerry Kimborough and Joey, an employee, pose in the new home
of the Rain Check Lounge, downtown at 112 Jackson Avenue.

‘Radical Treatment‘

y, is a past president of
ew York Daughters f Bilitis)
ives these topics a radical
reatment.
She . feels we
hould set up our own cul ture
nd eradicate the effects of
he current destructive one
mn us. No "Wow, now we can
to back to church!" and "Geo,
‘he APA sure was nice——now
(‘m not sick anymore."
But,.
ather, "Great Demeter, what
& disgusting rip—off!"
I do most: strongly recom—
mend this book, although the
lack of index and bibliogra—
phy
disturbed
me. , Maybe
that‘s not
such
a great
fault.

Supreme

Court Ruling Called

.

(Continued from page 1)
law. In support of this,it
cited Leviticus in the Old
Testament, which says, "Thou
shalt not lie with mankind as
with womankind. It is abom—
Anation."
The two—man majority also
said the Virginia law was
rational since "it is enough
‘for upholding the legislation
to establish that the (pro—
hibited) conduct is likely to
end in a continuation to mor—
al delinquency."
The dissenting judge
strongly disputed his col—
leagues‘ view on the right to
privacy. "Private consensual
acts between adults are mat—

Salute You
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He says
that the downtown
location has worked out pretty
well,
He thinks
the weekday
crowd is not quite as good as
before, but says the weekend
‘group is probably bigger!
"After the first week, we
hired a security guard to
patrol
the parking area so .
people wouldn‘t be afraid to
park here."
It‘s just like old times.
‘What used to be the Closet is
now the Rain Check II..and it
still swings!

Upheld Virginia Sodomy Law

0.0.000.0...0.0‘.00-0000.00.000000000000000000CO...

We

Site

Everybody was glad to see
the Rain Check reopen... es—
pecially Mike Myers and Jerry
Kimborough.
The two partners
spent a lot of time searching
for a new place to locate
after the original Rain Check
at 38 North Willett burned
(see additional story, page 1).

tes a book these days,
sn‘t ift? And
a
first
nee ean‘t ctell anything
ut them:
there‘s the man,
ory chapter called some—
ng like "What Is a Lesbi—
?",
and the other chapters
Llow along in predictable
ler.
Because... it‘s so logical
1 so easy, I‘1l1l compare Ms.
mpson‘s ‘ book with Lesbian
man and Sappho Was a Right—
Woman.
Lesbian
Transition
is
orter and newer.
There
‘en‘t any long,
dramatic
ssages that seem disturb,
igly
like
Kraft—Ebing‘s
‘ase histories" re—written
r Emily Loring.

The predictable order has
ts surprises, too. Two chap—
3rs especially, "The Oppres—
or Church" and "Lesbianisn
ad Psychiatry," are supreme,
J guouw~~ Unlike comparable
hapters in the earlier books,
§. Simpson (who, incidental—

GAIETY

ters, absent
evidence that
they are harmful, in which
the state has no legislative
interest," he said.
In presenting its case, the
state of Virginia had argued
in part that prohibiting homo—
sexual conduct had the effect
of encouraging heterosexual
marriages.
The
dissenting
judge said that this notion
was "unworthy of judicial re—
sponse."
The court‘s decision drew
strong criticism from spokes—
men for gay and civil liber—
ties
organizations.
Aryeh
Neier, executive director of
the American Civil Liberties
Union termed the Virginia law
obnoxious and
the decision
shocking.
"The
Supreme Court has
«demonstrated great insensi—
tivity to claims for individ—
ual privacy,.
This is typical
‘of that trend.,"

In Memphis, State Director
of the American Civil
Lib—
erties Union,
Chan Kendrick,
said
that the decision shows
a lack of respect for First
Amendment standards of free—
dom of expression.
"Their
ruling smacks of a
total —
itarian state and is obnox—
ious."
‘"When two adult people in
the privacy of their home can
be
threatened and possibly
arrested for certain
‘acts
commited, we‘ have lost rights
guaranteed to us by the; Con—.
stitution."
%

‘Shocking’

Bruce Voeller,
executive
director of the National Gay
Task Force in New York,called
the: ruling "an enormous dis—
appointment."
"...we can
only assume that bigotry has
temporarily won out over con—
stitutional equality."
"This
is the first time
that the constitutional issues
(of sodomy laws) have been
raised before
the _. Supreme
Court, and thereis no doubt in
our minds
that
this first
round defeat parallels simi—
lar situations
involving op—
pressive and discriminatory
legislation restrictive
of
human rights...We are certain
that today‘s decision will
not stand and that the right
of human beings
to privacy
and control of their
own
bodies will be established as
the right of all Americans."
‘Very Disappointed‘
Dr. Franklin Kameny, head
of Washington D.C.‘s Matta—
chine Society and a member of
that city‘s Human Rights Com—
mission, said that the de—
cision meant that the struggle
to abolish existing sodomy
laws would have to be fought
state by state,
"We are very
disappointed," he added.,
"We
had hoped to cut through the
need to do the job 50
times
over ."
f
«(~ For additional» infor—
mation on editorial response
‘ to the
page 12,)
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Taurus

Sfresses

Work Ambition

Early

Flamzng Ariana Are Witty and Wise
ARIESHester
by
Jamie
ARIES
issignLatinof for
the
first
the
Itplanet
meansMars
thrust,
The
rules
the first
sign.
There
is
a
thrust
the Arian make—up .that makesin
them
impulsive,Ariesaggressive
and
fearless.
isTheruled
by
the
element
fire.
po—
wer
of
the
Arian
is
linked
with the sun, the source of
energy. isThequick
registration
ofall impulse
hot
lin this masculine sign.andAries
‘represents the pioneers of
Ram and
Zodiac.
warrior

CANCER
(June 22 — July 22)
Don‘t slip back into a
depressive mood, Make
the
best of the situation.
f
LEO
(July 23 — Aug. 22)
Make use of your special,
talents toa make peace in your
circle.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22)
Make
disadvantages work
for you by keeping up with
the trends of the times.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 — Oct. 23)
Aim: for success by remain,
ing busy. This will cut down
on the‘ temptations of aggra—
vating times.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 — Nov. 22)
Double check the car for
short trips.
It is possible
that an opportunity will pop
up that requires travel,

SAGITTARIUS
‘(Nov. 22 — Dec. 21)
This will be a month — when
the less you have to do the
more you. will
like it.
So
just take it easy.
}
a

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 — Jan. 19)
You are in a good position
to make changes in your house—
hold. Make every penny count
and make sure it is within
your budget.
~
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 — Feb. 18)
You have the unexpected
working for you,
Look for
the right.
opportunity and
grasp your share of the pro—
fits.
o
PISCES
(Feb. 19 — Mar. 20)
There is good
cause to
feel self assured now.,
Take
this time to accumulate fu—
ture gains.

Drag

Producer

Is

Show
Dead

Danny Brown, 63, co—owner
and producer of "The Jewel Box
Revue," a female impersonator
show,died March 1 at his home
in
accord—
ing to the Gay Community News.
Brown and his partner, Doc
Benner,opened the first Jewel
Box in Miami in 1939, The Re—
vues that were based in Miami
were famous in the many Amer—
ican cities that they toured
as well as in Canada and Mex—
ico.

Cgmome

THE QUEEN‘S MEN
the Zodiac. They possess both
moral and physical courage
that
manifest
themselves
Welcomes
sometimes
in
temper.
The
Arian is known to be outspo—
ken, ambitious,
independent,
and appear self—possessed and
self confident
under most
conditions.
They are
the
APOLLO
first to take up the fight of
the
underdog.
This shows
their protectiveness and con—
cern for someone who is weak
er.
People born during this
synchronicity span (March 21—
April 20), are more concerned
with intellectual than spir—
itual values.
They are peo—
ple of action with much wit
and charm, also a keenly a—
lert mind that quickly grasps
facts and produces them.
TAURUS
267 soUTH_cLlEVELAND_
by Imogene Williams
Jupiter,
the planet
of
good luck, is now in Taurus
|
Ten Cent Draft
stressing opportunity.
Se—
curity for self comes first
and is the key to yar actions.
You like to plan ahead and
seem able to surmount any
perobstacles. With Venus present
"is surprize party night for a iod will be just ten cents a glass.
in your sun sign,
companion—
very
special
guest. Four
ship whould come easy to you
friends have donated the draft
If you prefer set—ups, they‘re on special also during;
but it may fall short of the
jand you‘re invited to join the this unique Sunday afternoon get—together, only 35¢ for
romantic stage you have set
fun.
your regular size set—up.
for yourself.
Push your am—
That‘s right, free beer
bitions now with plenty of
from seven til ten on Saturday
The "Front Page Lounge" invites YOU to come and have a|
drive and actual work.
Start
might, April 17. Join us... relaxing Sunday afternoon with real old—tyme prices on draft
‘*the month with action, some,
ake it a party.
j beer.
thing that will stir the mind
to higher knowledge.
It is
time to get out of a rut.
Beer Bust
Your aspirations can be grat
ified but it takes work on
your part.,
This month your
sympathies will be aroused
and there will be plenty of
their annual Easter Hat Party
people crying on your shoul—
There‘ll be
der. How far or how deeply
A super special
you become involved in other
featuring top talent from all over
people‘s affairs will depend
he Mid—South.
largely on circumstances.
ARIES _
The one dollar admission charge also covers draft beer,
(Mar. 21 — Apr. 19)
L YOU CAN DRINK from 1 p.m.until 6 p.m.!
Pay special attention to
your finances. When all the
1
Don‘t miss the fabulous Easter Hat Show given by the
money is running out, the well
ueen‘s Men. Wear your favorite hat
you might win!
can run dry.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 — May 20)
With the help of Jupiter
dmzcover.k
you can pull strings
to get
what you
want.
All this and more at thsé
GEMINI
"Front Page Lounge,"
Tuesda;
{(May 21 — June 21)
nights.
Make sure before taking a
chance that you know all the
things involved, take no risk
with your safety.

Surprise Party

Free Draft 7—10
Saturday night, April 17

Every Sunday
announces
The "Front
Lounge,"
267every
South Sunday
Cleveland,
a special
ten centPage
draft
party
afternoon
from
10
ounce
glass
The
draft
will
be
the
same
one
until
five.
you‘ve come. to expect and the price for this four hour

Ibvesdd'ys f

Queens Men Easter Hat Show Tuesday ‘nights are beer
bust nights at the "Front Page
The Queen‘s Men present
Lounge,." ‘ From seven unti
‘at the "Front Page Lounge," Sunday, April 18.
twelve,you can enjoy all thd
ash prizes given away for the best hats.
draft
you can handle for just!
how will be presented
a $2.00 cover charge.
&
If you prefer seteups,|
you‘re still in luck because,
this beer bust includes set
ups (except juices).
If you want to drop b
for just a beer or two and
not spend the evening, that‘s
okay ° too. But your drinks!
separately and save
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Will

Reforms

Pave

the

Way

For21st

Century

Utopia?

. (Continued from page 3)

they also have very real homosexual desires — ‘Supported by
the increasing liberal public attitudes toward homosexual
2001 will find it difficult to understand why their parents
behavior, they will accept and often act upon these feelings.
and grandparents made such a fuss about people‘s bedmates.
Sexual interest in both men and women will be seen as a very
The bisexual society of 2001 will not materialize over—
natural thing and people will wonder why they ever repressed
night, rather it will have resulted from steady social evo—
these inherent bisexual feelings.
lution during the previous
twenty five years.
A continuous
By the early 1990s the legal battle for gay equality will.
series of legal and other reforms in the 20th century will
have been won and the deeper, more basic revolution in sex— °
have paved the way.
|
ual attitudes will
take precedence. As the decade . pro—
During the late 1970s almost a hundred cities will pass
gresses, more and more people begin to openly act upon their
ordinances prohibiting discrimination against gays and a doz—
bisexuality until they form a numerical majority by the
en more states abolish their impotent but degrading sodomy
turn of the century.
Silmultaneously,
the old habit of
statutes.
This process will continue through the mid 1980s,
viewing individuals as "gay" or "straight" will give way to
when the U.S., Supreme Court will reverse an earlier decision
a new popular attitude that almost everyone is more or less
andstrike down as unconstitutional all laws regulating pri—
bisexual and simply leans one way or the other.
‘vate consensual sexual conduct.
By the dawn of the twenty—first century, the revolution
Later in that decade, another legal milestone will be
in sexual attitudes will be complete. With the exception of
reached when the U.S. Congress passes a law prohibiting dis—
a few unhappy individuals clinging to outdated prejudices,
crimination against homosexuals in employment, housing and
the battle of sexual freedom will have been won.
The sex—
public accomodations.
ual bigotry and labeling of the past will have been dis—
A key factor in passing the federal gay rights law and
carded and every individual will be free to act upon his
other legislation will be the strong support of Catholic,
full‘ potential.
I
Protestant and Jewish churches.
During the late 1970s and
ke
+ 4+ + +++ +
f
early 1980s, many denominations will undergo . a
profound
The above scenerio is admittedly optimistic. For those
soul—searching of their attitudes towards homosexuality and
who feel that it is unrealistic, however, just
consider
afterwards,
adopt drastically more accepting positions.
what has occurred during the last twenty—five years.. What
These stands will be spurred by the discovery of ancient
homosexual in 1950, for example, would have believed> that,
scrolls
indicating a homoer tic relationship between Jesus
twenty—five years later, open gays would be serving in state
‘and John. A turning point will be reached in the mid—1980s
legislatures and thousands of open homosexuals would proudly
when the pope will
issue an encyclical branding discrim—
march through the business districts of a dozen cities. Yet
ination against homosexuals as morally wrong and calling for
both of these things have happened, and more!
passage of protective legislation by all nations.
If a sexually free society by 2001 is not unrealistic, how,
of preceeding generations, however. Youngsters growing up in

A Change of Heart
At least as influential as these legal and social devel—.
opments, however, will be a dramatic new self—awareness by
millions of "straight" Americans.Encouraged by events to re—
‘flect upon the subject, millions of persons will recognize
that in addition to their predominant heterosexual interests,
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ever, it is also far from inevitable. Powerful forces exist
which would maintain the status quo or turn back the clock.
Only by continually working for their rights, will gay peo—
ple achieve total justice and equality within their life—
times. The battle will not be easy or victory certain.
Still, the achievements of past years provide hope for
decades ahead. Tomorrow is what we make it and our behav—
ior now will determine the quality of our future.
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